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Welcome to Teacher Created Materials
For over 45 years, TCM has dedicated itself to crafting educational materials that ignite a passion for 
learning in children worldwide. With an extensive library boasting thousands of titles covering diverse 
content areas and genres and meeting the varied needs of today’s students, our collection stands as  
a testament to our commitment to education.

TCM controls all rights to Teacher Created Materials, Shell Education, and Free Spirit products.

Distribution and rights agreements available:

1. Distribution Agreements

2. Rights to Print

3. Licensing/Adaptation Rights

Contact the sales representative in your area for additional information:

China 
Irene Li–irene.li@tcmpub.com

China, South Korea 
Blue Heron Consulting–abs@shafran.com

Macau, Taiwan, Hong Kong 
Merry Chang–merry.chang@tcmpub.com

Asia, Middle East 
Shardul Kothari–shardul@gkeducationpartners.com

All other areas 
Sarah Oughton–Sarah.Oughton@tcmpub.com

Free Spirit Publishing* 
New and best selling kids' books are featured on pages 24–56. 
Please contact DropCap Rights Agency for Free Spirit translation 
requests. www.dropcap.com

Cover art from Free Spirit Publishing's Hello, Beech Tree!, page 24.

An Imprint of Teacher Created Materials
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We offer an extensive library boasting thousands of titles meeting the varied needs of today’s students.

Our repertoire spans subjects, genres, and themes, catering to the dynamic educational landscape  
across the globe. From captivating narratives to informative resources, our content is designed to  
engage, educate, and inspire young minds. All our content is available for licensing, allowing you to  
bring these invaluable resources to your audience.

550+
Early Childhood180+

STEAM

850+
Science 1,000+

Social Studies

500+
Mathematics

An Imprint of Teacher Created Materials

10,000+ Titles

600+ Titles

450+ Titles

Content Areas
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1,100+
Spanish Titles 75+

English/Spanish
Bilingual Titles

FictionGenres

FictionLanguages

FictionProduct Type

Nonfiction
2000+ titles

1700+

Informational

75+

Narrative nonfiction

200+

Biography

Fiction
900+ titles

170+

Sci Fi/Fantasy

95+

Poetry

380+

Realistic Fiction

70+

Traditional Literature

170+

Readers Theater 

3,
00

0+ Readers

400+ Picture Books

400+ Classroom
 Resources

200+ Professional Resources
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Unleash Curiosity during Storytime!
• Enhance cognitive, social, and emotional growth.
• Impart valuable life skills and knowledge crucial for school readiness.
• 49 titles available!

Traditional

Illustrated by Name Lastname

Here We Go ’Round 
     Mulberry Bushthe

Head, Shoulders, 
Knees, and Toes

Traditional

Illustrated by Kristina Denadic

Dona Herweck Rice
Illustrated by Name Lastname

Wondrous Marvelousand

Fabiola SepulvedaFabiola Sepulveda

My Day

Fabiola SepulvedaFabiola Sepulveda

MyMy Feeling FeelingssMy FeelingMy FeelingssMy Feelings

Fabiola SepulvedaFabiola Sepulveda

 My 
 Senses 

Fabiola SepulvedaFabiola Sepulveda

My Beautiful 
Country



LICENSING INFORMATION

• 49 titles
• Ages 4–6+
• Publication Date: August 2024
• Paperback • 24–28 pages
• 10 in. x 10 in. or 8 in. x 10 in.
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XXXXXX

Dona Herweck Rice
Illustrated by Name Lastname

00000

The world is filled with so 
many wonderful things to 
see. But in all the world, 
there is only one wonderful 
me—and only one 
wonderful you, too!

Notes for the Grown-ups

This book allows for a rich shared 

reading experience for children who 

are early and developing readers.  The 

rhyme and images help new readers to 

tell the story, either as they read or as 

they are read to.  What a valuable tool 

for building the confidence new readers 

need to embark on the adventures that 

await them while reading!

To extend this reading 

experience, do one or 

more of the following:

22

23

Ask the child 

to explain 

what things 

they like to do.

Ask the  

child to tell 

something they 

are especially 

good at.Ask the  

child to tell 

what makes 

them wonderful, 

unique, or 

special.

After reading,  

let the child come back to 

the book again and again.  

Rereading is an excellent 

tool for building  

literacy skills.

Let the child 

draw a picture of 

themself doing 

something special 

for someone they 

love.

Fabiola SepulvedaFabiola Sepulveda

 My 
 Senses 

16 17
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flitting by

so many butterflies
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Make Learning to Read Fun with Decodable Books!
• Watch as children decode new words, building their confidence and joy in reading. 
• Families, caregivers, and teachers appreciate the organized, research-based approach to 

building strong foundational reading skills. 
• 90 titles available!
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What a lot of bad luck.We do not like this one bit.

54

Phonics Focus
Initial Blends

black

club

clutch

crash

flag

fresh

frog

glad

grab

grass

grip

plan

sketch

skill

slip

smell

snack

step

still

stop

stuff

swing

track

tram

truck

Phonics Review 
Long Vowels

bite

cone

cute

here

like

made

ride

take

Note: This is a sample of decodable words that illustrate the phonics focus.

18

932940_9798765924105_A Fun Place_4c_IR.indd   18932940_9798765924105_A Fun Place_4c_IR.indd   18 4/6/23   1:27 PM4/6/23   1:27 PM

High-Frequency Focus
did

people

place

Challenge Words
ask

soft

won

19

932940_9798765924105_A Fun Place_4c_IR.indd   19932940_9798765924105_A Fun Place_4c_IR.indd   19 4/6/23   1:27 PM4/6/23   1:27 PM
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Family Engagement Extend the fun and learning with your young reader!Phonics Focus 
After reading page 2, ask your child what is similar about 

the words plans and place.  Guide them to see that they both 

start with pl.  Have your child say each letter separately and 

then practice blending the sounds.  Togther, list other words 

that start with pl.
Connection to Movement Have your child create three to five movements that relate 

to pages in the book.  For example, they could pretend to get 

off a tram for page 3, pretend to step on the gas for page 6, 

and pretend to whack toy frogs for page 10.Connection to Art Have your child think of activities they would like to do at a 

fun place like the one Jess and Nick go to.  Have them create 

a comic strip with four panels to show the activities they 

would do.

932940_9798765924105_A Fun Place_4c_IR.indd   20

932940_9798765924105_A Fun Place_4c_IR.indd   20

4/6/23   1:27 PM4/6/23   1:27 PMLICENSING INFORMATION

• 90 titles
• Ages 4–6+
• Publication Date: July 2023
• Paperback • 12–16 pages
• 5.25 in. x 7.75 in. or 6 in. x 9 in.
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Build reading skills with fun and memorable stories
• Pique students' curiosity about the world while broadening their reading experiences and 

enriching their vocabulary.
• Introduce readers to a range of fiction genres including fables, fairy tales, traditional 

stories, adventure, humor, poetry, diaries, journals, realistic fiction, historical fiction, 
science fiction, biographies, and graphic novels.

• 180 titles available!
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LICENSING INFORMATION

• 180 titles
• Ages 4–10
• Publication Date: July 2019
• Paperback • 12–32 pages
• 5.25 in. x 8 in. or 7 in. x 9 in.

Time to save the zoo.The zoo needs help.
8 9

Book Club Questions
1. Why does Jacob put off his class assignment? 

2. What visual details does the illustrator use to develop the setting?
3. Explain why Jacob compares Sybil to Little Red Riding Hood.4. Jacob misses his mom’s oatmeal cookies.  What is something from home you would miss if you were gone a long time? 

5. Choose one page.  Look at the words and pictures.  How do they work together to tell this story? 6. How would the story Ride Across Time be different if written as a regular novel? 

I will, Father.  I shall 
shout it to every 
militiaman’s door.

Tell my men that we 
march from the farm 
at daybreak.

With her red cape 
billowing behind her 
as she rides away, 
Sybil reminds me 
of Little Red Riding 
Hood.  I just hope 
she won’t encounter 
any wolves (or 
British soldiers) on 
her route.

Sybil and Star get 
smaller and smaller, 
until they’re nothing 
but a speck of red.

1716
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Build strong, independent, and excited readers
• Motivate readers to master foundational reading skills while building a joy of reading.
• Readers are captivated by the diverse themes and topics covered by TIME For Kids® content, 

offering complex informational texts that actively engage learners of all levels.
• 180 titles available!

TIME For Kids® publishes a weekly magazine engaging students with authentic journalism, inspires discussions on current topics, and 
provides teachers with valuable resources for the classroom.

Our partnership allows us to transform the authentic articles into high-interest information text for leveled kits and readers, writing 
programs, and comprehension and critical-thinking resources.
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LICENSING INFORMATION

• 72 titles
• Ages 4–13+
• Publication Date: July 2018
• Paperback • 12–64 pages
• 5.25 in. x 8 in. 

Try It!
You have taken a special interest in the problem of the 

Great Pacific Garbage Patch.  You are determined to do 

your part to protect the ocean from further pollution.  You 

have decided to start a schoolwide recycling program.
Design a plan to address the environmental issue at 

your school.
  Using this book and outside research, gather more information about the Great Pacific Garbage Patch.

  In what ways can you educate your school community about ocean wildlife and the effects of pollution? 

  How will you motivate other students to take part?   What does your recycling program look like?  How will waste materials be divided?
  How will you present your plan to the school?  Be creative!

47
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Dynamic nonfiction books with TIME FOR KIDS® content
• Motivate students’ curiosity and interest using the dynamic imagery and content from  

TIME For Kids®.
• Offers a diverse array of text structures seamlessly integrating science, social studies, and 

math concepts.
• 255 titles available!

TIME For Kids® publishes a weekly magazine engaging students with authentic journalism, inspires discussions on current topics, and 
provides teachers with valuable resources for the classroom.

Our partnership allows us to transform the authentic articles into high-interest information text for leveled kits and readers, writing 
programs, and comprehension and critical-thinking resources.
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LICENSING INFORMATION

• 255 titles
• Ages 4–14
• Publication Date: 2011–2015
• Paperback • 12–64 pages
• 5.25 in. x 7.75 in., 5 in. x 8 in., or 7 in. x 9 in.

On the Ground
Each day, people interact with the dirt, soil, and land.  

They harvest food and energy to sustain themselves and 
their communities.  The land benefits people in many 
ways.  It provides food and water to eat and drink, wood 
to burn and build with, and coal and oil to help machines 
run.  The Earth is precious to us, but this precious 
commodity can become tainted or polluted.  It can 
collapse, destroying itself and the people nearby.  It can 
even become barren, dried up, and unable to grow plants.  
If we destroy the very land we live on, where will we 
live?  Where will we farm?  And what will we eat?  

Fossil Fuels   
Fuel is needed to make everyday things 
such as dishwashers and cars run.  But the 
fuel must come from somewhere.  The 
fuel we use has been stored underground 
for thousands of years.  When Earth is 
damaged, our resources are also at risk.

Sustainable Farming   
Farming requires a lot of water and energy.  

Sustainable farming happens when 

farms grow products that can be grown 

again easily and naturally.  This type of 

farming is gentle on the Earth and leaves 

less room for disasters.

Large vehicles are 
used for a wide 
variety of tasks 
and require large 
amounts of fuel.

Wood is burned to create 
heat and is used as fuel.

4342

Airships: The Hindenburg and other Zeppelins

http://www.airships.net/Explore the history of airships such as the Hindenburg .  Learn 

about airship technology and the amazing people who made these 

ships possible .  Tons of photos and facts help you imagine what it 

was like aboard these massive floating giants .
National Geographic Kids: Green Scene
http://kidsblogs.nationalgeographic.com/greenscene/gulf-oil-spill.html

Read about the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico .  Find out more 

about its aftermath, and view images and videos of the resulting 

destruction to plant and animal life as well as the environment .

RMS Titanic, Inc.http://www.rmstitanic.net/Discover photos of artifacts and videos of the underwater wreckage 

from the Titanic .  Go to the Learning Center to read more about 

facts, myths, and more .  Click on Exhibitions to find out which 

museums currently have a Titanic collection . 
Social Studies for Kids: Pearl Harbor Attack

http://www.socialstudiesforkids.com/subjects/pearlharbor.htm

Check out different links to sites about the Japanese attack on 

Hawaii during World War II .  Explore interactive maps, listen to 

eyewitness accounts, follow event time lines, and more .

More to Explore

63



Inspire curiosity, perserverance, and wonder
• High-interest STEAM book focus on global problems and innovative solutions. 
• Each book includes a hands-on challenge to guide students through the engineering design 

process and empower them to find creative solutions.
• 90 titles available!

The Smithsonian Institution is the world’s largest museum, education, and research complex.

Through our collaboration, we create grade level STEAM kits and readers that inspire students’ curiosity, persistence, and  
wonder about the world.

16
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LICENSING INFORMATION

• 90 titles
• Ages 4–10
• Publication Date: May 2019
• Paperback • 20–32 pages
• 7 in. x 9 in.

28

STEAM 
CHALLENGE

Define the Problem

You and your friends like to surf, but it is tough to get all your boards 
to the beach.  You saw a foldable kayak and are wondering whether 
you can create a foldable surfboard that would be easier to transport 
and still hold up after use.

Constraints: Your surfboard  
should not bend or buckle when  
placed in the water.

Criteria: Your foldable  
surfboard must reduce its  
length or width by at least  
one half and should be  
buoyant in water.

28

4

3

Research and Brainstorm

How will folding a surfboard affect buoyancy?  What 
folded shape will be easiest to transport?  What 
materials will work best?  Are any extra supports 
needed at your folds?  Search the Internet for ideas 
that might inspire you. 

Design and Build

First, make a paper model of your surfboard to 
decide how your board will fold.  Then, sketch your 
design.  List materials you are using in your model 
and materials that could be used in an actual foldable 
surfboard.  Then, build your model. 

Test and Improve

Create waves in a container of water to test how your 
surfboard holds up.  How did your board perform?  
Can you decrease the size of the folded surfboard 
even more?  Modify your design and try again.

Reflect and Share

How might a foldable surfboard compare to a regular 
surfboard?  Consider the pros and cons of each.  
Which would you prefer?

2

1

29

“Surfers are not the only ‘wave chasers’ out 
on the ocean.  There are scientists learning 
about waves that occur on the ocean 
floor.  Some of these waves are the size of 
skyscrapers.  Where they go and what they 
will tell us is still not known.  Maybe you 
can be the scientist who figures this out!”—
Emily Frost, Ocean Portal Managing Editor

“Study mathematics and science 
so you understand how waves and speed work.  In high school, 

take physics classes to learn about 
motion.  Those skills will help you improve your surfing.”—Jeffrey Brodie, Museum Program 

Specialist

Career Advicefrom Smithsonian
Do you want to learn about surfing? 
Here are some tips to get you started.

32

Meet Clouded Leopards
What do scientists know about clouded leopards?  They are 

small for a “big” cat.  They weigh between 11 and 23 kilograms 
(25 and 50 pounds).  Their appearance gives clues about how 
they live.  They have long tails and short legs compared to 
other wild cats.  These traits give them good balance so they 
can climb trees.

Clouded leopards also have big paws with sharp claws.  
Their pads are flexible, and their rear ankles turn backward.  
These traits help them grip branches so they can climb down 
a tree headfirst!

Special Sounds
Lions roar and house cats purr.  Clouded leopards do 

neither.  Instead, they growl, hiss, and chuff.  Why do 
different cat species make different sounds?  Differences in 
the bones and shape of a cat’s throat change the sounds it 
can make.

Open WideOpen WideOpen WideOpen WideOpen WideOpen WideOpen WideOpen WideOpen Wide
Clouded leopards have hinged jaws that allow Clouded leopards have hinged jaws that allow Clouded leopards have hinged jaws that allow Clouded leopards have hinged jaws that allow Clouded leopards have hinged jaws that allow Clouded leopards have hinged jaws that allow 
them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  them to open their mouths to 100-degree angles.  
That’s four times wider than humans!  This That’s four times wider than humans!  This That’s four times wider than humans!  This 
allows clouded leopards to eat larger animals.allows clouded leopards to eat larger animals.allows clouded leopards to eat larger animals.

ScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScienceScience

clouded leopard 
yawning

pads on a clouded 
leopard paw

allows clouded leopards to eat larger animals.allows clouded leopards to eat larger animals.allows clouded leopards to eat larger animals.

clouded leopard 
yawning

76



Help kids explore, collaborate, inquire, and think 
critically about science!

• Inspire exploration with these fascinating books covering life, physical, and Earth 
and space science concepts. 

• Features hands-on, simple science experiments.
• 96 titles available!
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LICENSING INFORMATION

• 96 titles
• Ages 4–10
• Publication Date: July 2015
• Paperback • 24–32 pages
• 7 in. x 9 in.

Finding Evidence
Look on the ground outside at a park or a playground and 

gather evidence as to what activities have recently been done 

there.  Do you see footprints?  Are they big or small?  In what 

direction did the person walk?  Challenge a friend to see who 

can find the most evidence.
32

Get a Grip
Friction doesn’t just help you make fire.  Your 

fingerprints and tennis shoes use friction, too.  The 

ridges on your fingers help you hold a pen or a ball.  

The ridges on the bottom of your shoes help you 

grip the floor.  Hiking boots have deeper ridges for 

better traction.

Flies and some reptiles seem to walk anywhere, 

even on glass!  Their feet look smooth.  But they have 

many hairs used for gripping on the bottoms of their 

feet.  And those hairs have some sticky stuff that  

adds to their traction.

10 11

This is a close‑up 
of a fly’s foot. 

Sticking 
Together

Traction helps things stick.  
You want your shoes to have 
good traction so you don’t slip.

biologist
botanist

chemist

No Secrets

If no one else is allowed to test 
something that a single group 
of scientists test, any so-called 
evidence is not good science.  
Good science is always public 
and testable.

Acceptance
When a scientist works, he or she doesn’t keep their work quiet.  The scientist 

shares his or her work with other scientists, and they experiment, too, to see if 
they get the same or different results.  When others review the scientist’s work, 
they either accept it or reject it.  If most experts accept it, the work is considered 
“good science,” and it begins to be used to support other inquiries.

And on and on it goes.

Acceptance of a scientist’s work depends on the evidence that supports 
it.  Other scientists have to be able to test it and get the same results.  They 
have to see that the evidence is valid and accurate.  Science experts must reach 
consensus, which means they have to agree on approving the work.  

Of course, not everyone has to agree.  Let’s face it, there will always be those 
people who just like to make a fuss and disagree with things.  Some won’t like 
the results, or they might have their own ideas about how things should go.  The 
scientist doesn’t have to do anything to get those people to agree.  But good 
science should hold up when objective scientists check it out.

Consensus
It is very hard for a group of people to reach 
perfect agreement on anything.  Think about 
the times that you and your friends try to 
agree on what to do.  In science, as long as the 
majority agrees and just a few don’t—even 
if the dissenters are loud and insistent—we 
consider it a consensus.

2120



Explore mathematics topics in fun and meaningful ways!
• Explore mathematics topics in fun and meaningful ways while building both literacy and 

problem-solving skills. 
• Each engaging book vividly demonstrates the real-world applications of mathematical 

concepts, fostering understanding and appreciation for math concepts.
• 140 titles available!

20



LICENSING INFORMATION

• 140 titles
• Ages 4–11
• Publication Date: August 2017
• Paperback • 20–32 pages
• 7 in. x 9 in.

Math Talk
1. How can place value help you solve multiplication problems?

2. How are multiplication and division related?
3. What is an efficient way to multiply 49 × 51 mentally?

4. How can you use estimation to determine whether the product 

of a multiplication equation is reasonable?5. How does knowing the product of 4 × 5 help you solve 40 × 5 

and 40 × 50?
6. Does the order of factors in a multiplication equation influence 

the product?  Why or why not?

Problem Solving
The Leaning Tower of Pisa is a famous landmark in 

Italy.  Imagine that you have been asked to design two 
new towers based on the original structure.  Use the 
information to plan your towers.  Then, draw diagrams 
to tell more about them.

1. The Leaning Tower of Pisa has 294 steps.  Use this 
fact to plan the first tower.

a. Use the digits 2, 9, and 4 one time each to create 
the greatest three-digit number possible.  This 
will be the number of steps in your tower.

b. Which tower has more steps: yours or the 
original?  How many more steps does it have?  
Explain your reasoning with words, numbers, or 
pictures.

c. How many steps do both towers have?  Explain 
your reasoning with words, numbers, or pictures.

2. The Leaning Tower of Pisa is about 186 feet tall.  
Use this fact to plan the second tower.

a. Use the digits 1, 8, and 6 one time each to create 
the least three-digit number possible.  This will 
be the height of your tower.

b. Which tower is taller: yours or the original?  
How much taller is it?  Explain your reasoning 
with words, numbers, or pictures.

c. What is the height of both towers?  Explain your 
reasoning with words, numbers, or pictures.

28 29

ItÕs Showtime!
Back on the train, they make their way to the final stop.  In about an 

hour, Stella will see the greatest fireworks display in the world.  She feels a 
strong appreciation for all the hard work that goes into putting on the show.  
She can’t wait to see what the Canadian team has planned.  She looks 
forward to the artistry of the Spanish team’s show.  She hopes to learn from 
the techniques that the Chinese team will use.  

She thinks about her father and how much work he puts into each of his 
firework displays.  She hopes that her experience will soon give him the 
answers he needs to once again feel connected to his work.

The sun sets, and the sky darkens into a black canvas.  The stage is 
set for the Fireworks Festival.  Huge crowds begin to fill every part of 
La Ronde.  People search high and low for places to view the fireworks.  
People in the city even settle on rooftops and in trees to see the show.  
Around the lake, teams run back and forth as they make final preparations.  

Yippee guides Stella and her mom to their seats.  Stella anxiously awaits 
the start of the show. 

A ticket for a reserved seat at the festival costs about 
54 Canadian dollars.  Suppose that 36 people in a tour 
group want reserved seats.  Use partial products to 
show how much their tickets cost altogether.

5 4
× 3 6

2 4 ( × )
( 6 × 5 0 )
( 3 0 × 4 )

+ 1 , 5 0 0 ( × )

A crowd awaits anxiously 
for the sky to darken so the 
fireworks show can begin.

22 23
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Bring the geography, economics, and history from around  
the world to life

• Examine the polar regions, discover global trade routes, learn about landmarks of the 
world, and more! 

• Books are designed around primary sources to offer key information and support the subject.
• 48 titles available!

22



LICENSING INFORMATION

• 48 titles
• Ages 8+
• Publication Date: 2007–2023
• Paperback • 32 pages
• 6 in. x 9 in.

Romans enjoyed races and games.  A popular sport was chariot 

(CHAIR-ee-uht) racing.  Races were held in stadiums or coliseums 

(kawl-uh-SEE-uhmz).  Thousands of people came to watch the races.  

Two or four horses pulled the fast chariots.  Sometimes elephants or 

camels were used instead of horses.  There could be as many as 24 races 

in a single day. 

Gladiator (GLAD-ee-ay-tuhr) games were also very popular.  Men 

fought against animals and each other.  Many men fought to their deaths.  

It was a very violent, terrible sport.  Thousands of people watched the 
bloody battles.  The huge Colosseum 

(kawl-uh-SEE-uhm) in Rome was the 

most famous arena for this event.

Performances in theaters were also 

a popular pastime.  Roman plays were 

based on plays from ancient Greece.  

Successful actors were popular like 

movie stars are today.

The ruins of the Roman 
Colosseum still stand today.

The Circus Maximus was a popular  
site for chariot racing.

Leisure Activities  
And GAmes

Roman 
gladiators 
were very 

violent.

Family Fun
The sports stadium in 
Rome was called Circus 
Maximus (MAX-uh-muhs).  
Men and women were 
allowed to sit together.  
So, chariot races became 
family events.  Food and 
drinks were sold, too.

The Invention of 
Pantomime

The Romans invented  
new ways to perform  
at the theater.  One 
example was pantomime 
(PAN-tuh-mime).  An  
actor would dance and 
mime a story to music.

Famous Heroes
Gladiators were the sports 
stars of the day.  Some of 
them became rich and 
famous.  It seems strange 
to people today that 
Romans liked this type 
of sport.  The violence 
is much worse than any 
sport today.

18 19

Read and Respond1. What is a landmark?
2. What is the difference between natural 

landmarks and human-made landmarks?3. Why were the pyramids of Egypt built?4. What problem did the Millau Viaduct solve?5. Why are certain people chosen to be honored 
with monuments?

6. How has technology influenced the design 
and creation of landmarks?

23
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An alphabet book about the power and joy of belonging
 · Author follows up on the success of Y Is for Yet with new, similarly 

structured book focused on belonging 
 · Demonstrates the important difference between “belonging” and “fitting in” 
 · Celebrates individuality and togetherness 
 · Teachers can feature one of the 26 key words each day for an SEL lesson 
 · Can be used as a mentor text to establish a safe environment where 

kids feel they belong, whether in a classroom space, after-school club, 
community or youth group, or beyond

A kindergarten class pays homage to their beloved lost 
beech tree and takes action to plant a new one

 · Incorporates community action, creative expression, collaboration, and 
environmental conservation in a lyrical story 

 · Based on true events and the author’s city-based kindergarten class 
 · Taps into the power of nature to connect and inspire children wherever  

they live 
 · Vibrant art highlights a diverse group of children in an urban nature setting 
 · An endnote invites readers and caregivers to take nature-focused action in 

their own communities

B is for Belonging
by Shannon Anderson, illustrated by John Joven

HELLO, BEECH TREE!
by Rasha Hamid, illustrated by Sofia Moore

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798885543873 · Hardcover
Pub Date: August 2024
Ages 4–8
40 Pages · 9 in. x 9 in.

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798885540377 · Hardcover

Pub Date: June 2024
Ages 4–9

40 Pages · 8 in. x 10 in.

Shannon Anderson is an award-winning children’s book author and 
loves to do author visits to teach the power of reading, writing, and 
learning with a growth mindset. She has taught for 25 years, from first 
grade through college level. Shannon has also held the roles of gifted 
coordinator, literacy coach, and adjunct professor. 

Rasha Hamid has developed her practice in classrooms 
throughout New York City for over twenty years. She began 
creating picture books with her classes to fill the need for books 
reflecting her students, their experiences, and their passions. 
Rasha’s first book with Free Spirit was How to Bird, a joyful 
exploration and celebration of birding that invites all children to 
take part.

The children would always spend time near the  
tree. They had snacks. They observed critters.  
They constructed tiny houses for fairies and ants. 

They held solemn and beautiful funerals for 
earthworms. They made chalk art for passersby. 
They jumped and flapped like birds in flight.

They lay on the grass  
 and watched clouds  
  travel across the sky. 
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Violet’s journey to be heard celebrates the power of bold, 
quiet people

 · Celebrates the power of quiet people and recognizes that the mind of a 
quiet child is as rich and bold as that of a more extroverted child 

 · Empowers introverted kids to find their voices and discover their passions
 · A section for adults shares discussion questions and activities to use with 

children
 · Incorporates themes of finding your interest/passion and quietness/

shyness community or youth group, or beyond

Sweet story of the love between father and daughter that 
stays constant, even through big change

 · Strong father-daughter connection with a positive portrayal of fathers, 
challenging gender stereotypes

 · Book features divorce in a new and fresh way, focusing on the  
father-daughter relationship, not the divorce itself

 · High interest and imaginative picture book can be enjoyed by all children, 
and especially children who love pirates, princesses, or mermaids  

 · Written by an author with Puerto Rican and Irish heritage whose  
inspiration for this story comes from the people in her life

Quiet Violet Finds Her Voice
by Gabrielle Nibus, illustrated by Stephanie Dehennin

Papa and Pearl
by Annette M. Clayton, illustrated by Kim Barnes

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798765924839 · Hardcover
Pub Date: August 2024
Ages 4–8
40 Pages · 9 in. x 9 in.

Gabrielle Nidus is a teacher and reading specialist in Houston, Texas. 
She is the author of the Literacy Coach’s Gameplan (International 
Reading Association, 2009), in addition to several articles on strategies 
for teaching children to write (Educational Leadership). She is also an 
educational consultant and leads workshops for teachers to inspire 
writing in the classroom.

Annette M. Clayton writes books for children with social and 
emotional learning themes in the hope that they inspire open 
dialogue, encourage empathy, and let children know they are not 
alone in their feelings and experiences. She is the author of a 
Latinx holiday book Hooray, It’s Three Kings Day! and a forthcoming 
chapter books series.

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798885540377 · Hardcover

Pub Date: June 2024
Ages 4–9

36 Pages · 8 in. x 10 in.



Celebrate children’s imagination, friendship, and  
inclusive play

 · Disability representation: the main character is disabled and uses a 
wheelchair 

 · Story helps the reader see the whole child, which includes but isn’t  
limited to her wheelchair 

 · Rhythmic, rhyming text engages young readers 
 · Highlights the importance of understanding differences and shows  

that children have more fun when they work and play together and  
include everyone

Your amygdala works hard to protect you from danger, but 
sometimes it gets things wrong.

 · Anxiety in young children is on the rise, so learning to calm the amygdala is 
an important self-regulation skill for all kids 

 · Teaches anxiety-calming and mindfulness strategies like deep breathing, 
visualization, and progressive relaxation 

 · Book helps young children learn complicated concepts and increase their 
capacity for change through the power of humor, interactivity, and empathy

 · An endnote includes an amygdala's training playbook for kids and more 
information for adults to help reinforce the book's message

Addy’s Chair to Everywhere
by Debi Novotny, illustrated by Jamkie Tejido

How to Train Your Amygdala
by Anna Housley Juster, illustrated by Cynthia Cliff

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798765922477 · Hardcover
Pub Date: August 2024
Ages 3–6
36 Pages · 10 in. x 10 in.

Free Spirit Publishing
9798885543736 · Hardcover

Pub Date: February 2024
Ages 4–8

40 Pages · 8 in. x 10 in.

Debi Novotny is a children’s book author and a former elementary school 
teacher. When she got sick with cancer, she had to travel around school in a 
wheelchair. Debi met new friends who also traveled in wheelchairs, and they 
became a special part of her classroom community. She wrote this book for 
all children who create new and inclusive worlds when they play.

Anna Housley Juster, Ph.D., LICSW, is an early childhood 
education consultant and mental health clinician who has over two 
decades of experience supporting children and families across a 
variety of contexts. For many years, she served as the director of 
content for the preschool television series Sesame Street, working 
on the series and across the brand, including publishing, product 
development, and interactive technologies. 
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A young girl notices, and celebrates, her way of looking at 
and experiencing the world

 · Features a main character with an unnamed neurodivergence, allowing 
readers to see themselves in the story 

 · Inspired by the author’s experience with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 
 · Story will also be relatable for children with anxiety, ADHD, autism, giftedness, 

and perfectionism tendencies 
 · Can be a starting point for discussions about overthinking or obsessive 

thoughts and about the many ways individuals see and experience the world 
 · Emphasizes self-acceptance and helps readers increase empathy through 

understanding and acceptance

Help children calm themselves when experiencing big 
feelings by teaching them to pay attention to their breath

 · Children need accessible emotional self-regulation strategies 
 · Characters’ experiences provide a kid-friendly introduction to mindful 

breathing and visualization 
 · Book builds emotional literacy and awareness 
 · Unique approach among mindfulness books for kids combines visual 

imagery with learning awareness of breath

I Think I Think a Lot
by Jessica Whipple, illustrated by Josée Bisaillon

I Remember My Breath
by Lynn Rummel, illustrated by Karen Bunting

Free Spirit Publishing
9798885540087 · Hardcover
Pub Date: August 2023
Ages 5–10
36 Pages · 10 in. x 10 in.

Jessica Whipple (authorjessicawhipple.com) is a writer for adults and 
children. She is the author of Enough Is . . . (March 2023, Tilbury House) 
and I Think I Think a Lot. Her poetry has been published in print and 
online literary magazines. To read more of her work, visit her website or 
follow @JessicaWhippl17 on Twitter.

Lynn Rummel, M.Ed., M.S., CCC-SLP,  is a licensed speech-
language pathologist and certified professional school counselor. 
While working as an elementary school counselor for nine years, 
she taught mindfulness and breath awareness strategies to many 
of her students. Currently, Lynn operates a pediatric speech and 
language therapy private practice.

Free Spirit Publishing
9781631985713 · Hardcover

Pub Date: March 2024
Ages 4–8

36 Pages · 10 in. x 10 in.

I remember my breath.
My breath is an umbrella.

As I breathe in and out, 
the umbrella opens and rises and stretches.
It catches and holds the weight.
Right now I am here. Right now I am safe.
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Sonia’s adventure-filled story with worry-fighting gadgets 
helps kids learn how to cope when it feels like everything 
is going wrong

 · Celebrates the individual strengths and special qualities of 
nuerodivergent children

 · The main character helps children with ADHD and anxiety recognize 
how their bodies feel when they become anxious and overwhelmed and 
shows them how to calm down and access their strengths

 · The coping skills in the book are framed as worry-fighting gadgets to 
make them memorable and fun to use

 · Author has ADHD and anxiety and uses the self-regulation tools from  
this book 

Inspire kids to love and celebrate themselves with Harriet’s 
quest to find the perfect drawing subject

 · Sweet, humorous, lively, and charming read-aloud with a simple message 
of self-affirmation 

 · Can be used to start conversations with kids about developing  
self-confidence and recognizing personal strengths 

 · A section at the back of the book offers discussion questions to help kids 
develop self-awareness and kindness for themselves and others, help them 
learn to manage frustration, ask for help, and celebrate their own unique 
qualities 

Sonia and the Super-Duper Diaster
by Rachel Funez, illustrated by Kelly Kennedy

I Love Harriet Kippley
by Jenny Lynn Pease, illustrated by Alessia Girasole

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798885543903 · Hardcover
Pub Date: July 2024
Ages 4–9
40 Pages · 8 in. x 10 in.

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798765922507 · Hardcover

Pub Date: April 2024
Ages 5–9

36 Pages · 8 in. x 10 in.

Rachel Funez was born in the United States, spent most of her childhood 
living in Latin America, and is now an attorney raising multicultural 
children in Peru with her Honduran American husband. Rachel knows 
exactly what it’s like to have ADHD and anxiety. She wishes she could 
hug every kid who is struggling with overwhelming feelings, but she will 
settle for creating stories that celebrate children with special brains and 
help them cope with their big emotions in productive ways.

Jenny Lynn Pease has loved writing since a young age. A former 
early childhood educator and current mental health advocate, she 
hopes her books make children feel happy, curious, and inspired. 
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Addressing modern issues, this popular essential guide 
helps kids build self-confidence and assert themselves

 · Using simple words and real-life examples, this book shows kids how to 
assertive with other kids—and adults

 · This 3rd Edition addresses new issues such as cyberbullying and the fear 
of violence 

 · Practical strategies and advice written in frank, kid-friendly language
 · Lighthearted illustrations enhance and enliven the text

Problem-solver Paula patches her pants—and encourages 
her classmates to mend and reuse

 · Highlights mending and reusing as a preferable alternative to buying new 
 · Book can be used as a starting point for discussions of consumerism, 

throwaway culture, and fast fashion 
 · Back matter includes activities for children, such as how to make their own 

patches, no-sew bookmarks, and fabric pouches
 · Story includes themes of financial stress, resilience, problem-solving,  

and empathy

Stick Up for Yourself!  
Every Kid’s Guide to Personal Power and Positive Self-Esteem
by Gershen Kaufman, Ph.D., Lev Raphael, Ph.D.

Paula’s Patches
by Gabriella Aldeman, illustrated by Rocío Arreola Mendoza

How to Get and Use Personal Power 98

2

When you hear the words personal power, what do you 
think they mean?

• Being better than other people?

• Being smarter than other people?

• Being stronger than other people? 

• Being able to make other people do what you want?

• Having more money than other people?

• Being famous, like a rock star, a movie star, or an athlete?

• All of the above?

When we use the words personal power, we don’t mean 
any of those things. Personal power means being secure 
and confident inside yourself.

Anyone can have personal power. Even though you’re 
“just a kid,” you can have personal power. You can learn 
how to get it and how to use it. It might not seem like it 
right now, but you can learn to feel secure and confident.

It will take time and practice. It may take courage to 
make changes in your life. But you can do it!

Personal power has four parts. They are:

1� Be responsible.

2� Make choices.

3� Get to know yourself.

4� Get and use power in your relationships and your life.

Be Responsible

Fact  You are responsible for the kind of person 
you are and for the way you live your life.

Maybe it doesn’t seem that way to you. How can you be 
responsible if adults are always telling you what to do?

A lot of kids wonder about this. They confuse “being 
responsible” with “being in charge” or “being the boss” of 
other people and things.

Sarah is babysitting her little brother Jacob while 
their dad is visiting friends. Jacob wants to watch his 
favorite TV show. Sarah wants to watch her favorite 
TV show. Sarah tells Jacob, “Dad said I was responsi-
ble. You have to do what I say.” 

Sarah is using “being responsible” as an excuse to 
get her own way. That’s not what it means. And there’s 

How to Get and Use  
Personal Power

Free Spirit Publishing*
9781631983221 · Paperback
Pub Date: August 2024
Ages 9–13
152 Pages · 6 in. x 9 in.

Gabriella Aldeman (writebetween.com) is a Panamanian American 
professional translator and children’s book author. She is a 
member of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators 
(SCBWI), the American Translators Association, the Independent 
Book Publishers Association, Las Musas collective, and the PB 
Sunrays launch team. Gabriella has written articles in Imagination 
Soup, Writer’s Digest, and AllBusiness.com. 

Free Spirit Publishing*
9781631987335 · Hardcover

Pub Date: July 2023
Ages 5–9

40 Pages · 10 in. x 10 in.
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Lulu’s story personalizes the struggles of children 
experiencing food insecurity and hunger

 · Author has used his knowledge as the CEO of the Foodbank of Santa 
Barbara County to craft a respectful, realistic—and hopeful—story of food 
insecurity and how to get help 

 · Helps people recognize food insecurity and hunger, as it isn’t always 
obvious and is more prevalent than many children and even adults realize 

 · Addresses the impact of hunger on a child’s ability to learn 
 · Can be used with students to teach social justice issues and destigmatize 

the issue of hunger community or youth group, or beyond

Discover the subtle and sometimes surprising threads that 
connect us to our community

 · Highlights the power of community and family while touching on economic 
issues faced by low-income and multi-generational households 

 · Features an intergenerational relationship between Dominique—a 
nonbinary Black child who uses they/them pronouns—and their 
grandfather, Pawpaw 

 · Expressive and dynamic illustrations accompany and support the text 
 · A section at the back of the book for children offers a starting point for 

further discussion and exploration of Dominique’s story 

Lulu and the Hunger Monster™
by Erik Talkin, illustrated by Sheryl Murray

Dominique’s Thrifted Treasures
by Margarett McBride, illustrated by Ryan Middaugh

Free Spirit Publishing*
9781631985461 · Hardcover
Pub Date: September 2020
Ages 5–9
40 Pages · 8 in. x 10 in.

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798765924860 · Hardcover

Pub Date: February 2024
Ages 6–11

40 Pages · 10 in. x 10 in.

Erik Talkin is a writer, filmmaker, and CEO of the Foodbank of Santa 
Barbara County, is a recognized innovator and leader in America’s food 
bank network. He authored Hunger into Health and has helped create 
innovative, national-award-winning children’s nutritional education 
programs such as Healthy School Pantry and Kid’s Farmers Market.

Margarett McBride, M.A., is a Developmental Psychology Ph.D. 
candidate who resides in the Dallas-Forth Worth area in Texas 
but is proudly from Saginaw, Michigan. Through her research, she 
studies how neighborhood experiences influence Black youth and 
family well-being and development. Margarett also loves creating 
art through her business, Made By Margarett, LLC, volunteering at 
community festivals, and working with organizations to help them 
increase a sense of belonging for the community members.
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Help kids understand what death means and how to cope
 · Includes suggestions for meaningful ways to remember and honor the 

person who’s died
 · Book has more than 123,000 copies in print    
 · Updated edition incorporates current language into an important and 

valuable book
 · Includes updated resources for additional help and support
 · New edition features all-new art and a larger trim size

Advice for teens wanting to help friends and peers with 
their mental health

 · Book acknowledges the lack of professional counselors available in 
schools and gives teens strategies for filling the gap without putting the 
responsibility on teens to fix the shortage of licensed counselors and 
therapists 

 · Includes information for when to seek adult help and considerations  
before helping 

 · Shares sample dialogues and ideas for teaching skills to others 
 · Peer Counselor Tips provide advice specific to teens participating in 

formal, school-based peer counseling programs 

What on Earth Do You Do When Someone Dies?
by Trevor Romain, illustrated by Gabby Grant

I’m Here
A Peer Counseling Guide for Teens

by James J. Crist, illustrated by Jomike Tejido

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798765922569 · Paperback
Pub Date: August 2023
Ages 5–10
84 Pages · 8 in. x 8 in.

Trevor Romain is an award-winning author and illustrator, as well as 
a sought-after motivational speaker. His books have sold more than 
a million copies and been published in eighteen languages. Trevor is 
well known for his work with the Make-A-Wish Foundation, the United 
Nations, UNICEF, the USO, and the Comfort Crew for Military Kids, which 
he co-founded.

Dr. James J. Crist is the clinical director and a staff psychologist at the Child 
and Family Counseling Center (CFCC) in Woodbridge, Virginia. At CFCC, he 
provides psychological testing and individual, and family psychotherapy 
for children, adolescents, and adults, specializing in children with ADHD, 
depression, and anxiety disorders. Dr. Crist has authored and coauthored 
numerous books for kids and teens.

Free Spirit Publishing*
9798885540001 · Paperback

Pub Date: August 2024
Ages 13 & Up

TBD Pages · 6 in. x 9 in.

I’m scared  
and confused.  

What can  
I do?I’m sad that  

I can’t talk  
to her  

anymore.

Can I  
have a  
hug?

I really 
miss him.

I’m so lonely, 
I need some 
extra love.

Here are some things you can say:

WHO CAN I TALK TO?

The adults in your life may be so upset about the death that 

they forget to talk to you about how you’re doing. But the 

more you discuss the death, the less scary it becomes. If you’re 

wondering who you can talk to, here are some ideas:

• a parent or another family member

• a neighbor or friend of the family

• someone at your place of worship, if you go to one

• your teacher or principal

• a counselor or youth group leader

10 11
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Notice and celebrate all the ways toddlers are 
growing and all the new things they can do

• Rhyming text and bouncy rhythm engage little ones and support early literacy 
• Child-centered, classic art showcases what toddlers are learning and doing 
• Written from the perspective of an adult speaking to a child
• Affirms that adults see children and love them for who they are right now,  

helping children thrive  
• Helps caregivers communicate the many ways children are feeling, learning, and growing 
• Endnote for adults shares tips for using the books with children 
• Author also published the All the Time series, a similar concept in hardcover for  

older children
• Beginning of a six-book series, complete in fall 2025

LICENSING INFO:

• 2 titles
• Ages 0–4
• Pub Date: July 2024
• Board Book · 24 pages
• 7 in. x 7 in.

Deborah Farmer Kris is a child development expert and parent 
educator. She serves as a columnist and consultant for PBS 
KIDS, and she writes for NPR’s MindShift and other national 
publications. Over the course of her career, Deborah has taught 
almost every grade K–12, served as a school administrator, 
directed leadership institutes, and presented to hundreds of 
parents and educators around the United States. 
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LICENSING INFO:

• 2 titles
• Ages 0–4
• Pub Date: July 2024
• Board Book · 24 pages
• 7 in. x 7 in.

Children learn to recognize and cope 
with feeling sad, lonely, or disappointed

• Increases children’s emotion vocabulary and boosts their emotional literacy 
• Books take an active learning approach, teaching children how to find, notice, and use clues 

to identify and name their emotions 
• Expressive and sensitive illustrations support the text through visual depictions of emotions 
• A section at the back of each book provides additional information and strategies on 

recognizing and dealing with feelings 
• Beginning of a six-book series, complete in summer 2025

I’m also a feelings detective. I look for clues in my body.  

They help me figure out how I am feeling. 

   I draw about my feelings in a special notebook.  

   I call it my feelings detective notebook.

Sometimes it’s easy to know how I feel. Sometimes it’s hard.  

My feelings change every day and all day long.

We climb up on the fire truck. My body 

feels warm and I have a big smile.

My breathing and heart slow 

down and I feel happy.

LICENSING INFO:

• 2 titles
• Ages 3–7
• Pub Date: February 2024
• Hardcover · 36 pages
• 10 in. x 10 in.

Lindsay N. Giroux, M.Ed., specializes in coaching early childhood educators on 
implementing the Pyramid Model to promote social-emotional development 
and prevent challenging behavior. She is the author of Create an Emotion-Rich 
Classroom, as well as a contributing author of Connect4LearningR, a PreK 
curriculum and the ChooseFi Pre-Kindergarten financial literacy curriculum. 
Her professional interests include teacher training, social skill instruction, and 
inclusion of preschoolers with special needs. She is currently the Manager of 
Educational Quality: Inclusion & Behavior Support for Bright Horizons.

9798885540582

9798885540551
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Help ease the many challenging “times” 
that are a part of every toddler’s day

• Dynamic, award-winning author/illustrator team of the best-selling 
Best Behavior™ series

• Unique and fresh series look and design complements gentle and 
reassuring text

• Board books engage toddlers in facing daily routines and 
transitions with confidence

• Tips for parents and caregivers included at the end of each book
• Ideal for both home and childcare settings

LICENSING INFO:

• 13 titles
• Ages 1–4
• Pub Date: 2008–2023
• Board Book · 24 pages
• 7 in. x 7 in.

9781575423159

9781575423135

9781575422992

9781575423661

9781575423166

9781631986079

9781575423142 9781631986055 9798885540063

9781575422985

9781575423005

9781575423012

9781575423791

Award-Winning
Board Book Series



LICENSING INFO:

• 14 titles
• Ages 1–4
• Pub Date: July 2002–2023
• Board Book · 24 pages
• 7 in. x 7 in.
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• Ideal for use at home, in childcare centers, in classrooms, and  
for special education

• Provides straightforward suggestions for addressing challenging 
behaviors by modeling kind and helpful actions

• Includes a special section for adults with tips, activities, and  
discussion starters

• Books in the series have won multiple awards, including Dr. Toy, National 
Parenting Center, Oppenheim Toy Portfolio, and more!

• Expanded paperback versions for ages 4–7 are available for some titles

Help children choose positive behaviors

9781575425009 9781631984662 9781575421551

9781575422572 9781631985379 9781575421803 9781631986901 9781575421285

9781575422961 9781575421582 9781575421964 9781575422008 9781575424712

9781631983160

Award-Winning
Board Book Series



9781631985065

9781631986987

9781631985096

9781631987090

LICENSING INFO:

• 4 titles
• Ages 2–6
• Pub Date: 2022
• Board Book · 32 pages
• 10 in. x 10 in.
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Show children all the ways they’re supported as they 
grow and learn.

• Affirmations are important for building self-confidence in children
• To effectively teach children emotional literacy, they first need to feel loving support 

from adults
• Naming and normalizing emotions helps develop emotional literacy
• Charming rhymes, whimsical illustrations, and heartwarming messages make the 

series giftable and perfect for storytime



9781631983825

9781631986956 9781631987373

9781631986093
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LICENSING INFO:

• 4 titles
• Ages 4–8
• Pub Date: July 2020–2023
• Board Book · 40 pages
• 8.25 in. x 9 in.

37

Help little kids cope with BIG feelings.
• Helps children manage their emotions in healthy and empowering ways
• Strengthens problem-solving skills by helping children recognize challenging feelings 

and use practical strategies to feel better
• Written by a licensed psychologist with over 30 years of experience
• Includes a special section for adults with information and activities



Molly and Lexi empower dyslexic 
children to embrace their strengths

• Reflects the experiences of children with dyslexia and provides a 
window into the lives and experiences of dyslexic kids

• Series features a young girl with dyslexia and is informed by the 
author’s personal experience being diagnosed at age 7 

• Series touches on themes of self-advocacy, self-esteem, and 
personal strengths

• An author’s note addresses the decision to embody Molly’s 
dyslexia in the character of Lexi and discusses the social and 
emotional aspect of feeling different from peers

Krista Weltner  is an artist, author, illustrator, filmmaker, and puppet 
fabricator. She works in the stop-motion animation industry, and her 
work can be seen in the Netflix animation Wendell and Wild and In  
Laika Studios' upcoming film, Wildwood. Krista is also a dyslexia 
advocate, speaker, and teaching artist.

9798885540254 9798885540285

9798885540315
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LICENSING INFO:

• 3 titles
• Ages 4–8
• Pub Date: February 2024
• Hardcover · 36 pages
• 8 in. x 10 in.



Jayden
• Celebrate joy and everyday life
• Provide a starting point for exploring nature, gardening, cooking, and new foods
• Showcase the beauty of nature in the city with vibrant illustrations
• Emphasize the value of intergenerational friendship 
• Highlight the benefits of community gardens, including improved mental health, 

strengthened community ties, and respect for the environment
• Include activities that expand on the stories

An Imprint of Teacher Created Materials
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LICENSING INFO:

• 2 titles
• Ages 4–9
• Pub Date: 2021–2023
• Hardcover · 40 pages
• 10 in. x 10 in.

Mélina Mangal is an elementary school librarian at 
a public environmental school in Minneapolis and 
has authored The Vast Wonder of the World (Lerner 
Publishing, 2018) and a number of books and short 
stories for young readers.

9781631985904

9781631986024

Grow a garden and community with Jayden



Help children learn, understand, and practice 
important social skills.

• Features real-life scenarios, diverse characters, and captivating illustrations
• Includes discussion questions, games, activities and a free, downloadable  

teacher’s guide
• Is great for use at home, in childcare centers, in classrooms, and for special education
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More than 2.5 million books in print

9781575422039

9781575423463

9781575422046

9781575421599 9781575421315 9781575421384

9781575422114

9781575421520

9781575421605

9781575422589

9781575421308

9781575421247

9781575421513

9781575421230

9781575421766
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LICENSING INFO:

• 15 titles
• Ages 4–8
• Pub Date: 2006
• Paperback · 40 pages
• 9 in. x 9 in.

I can show respect.I can play fair and follow the rules.

I can listen and speak kindly.

I can share and wait my turn.

28 29

When I give to someone else, 
I may need to give up something 
for myself.

24
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I think it’s worth doing when I imagine 
how the person might feel.

25
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When the Teasing Gets 
Worse and Worse

Sometimes you try different ways to ease 

the tease, but kids keep teasing you. 

 Teasing  that happens over and over again  

is  bullying.  Someone  might even hurt  

you or threaten  to hurt you . That’s also 

bullying , even if they tell you they’re “just 

teasing.” It’s not safe, and it’s not okay.

In these situations, you have one very 

important tool you can use.

Chapter 6

64
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Self-help, kid-style!
• Presents lots of kid-friendly examples supported by humorous 

full-color art 
• The format is similar to fiction books to appeal to kids beginning 

to read independently 
• Builds on the popularity and success of Free Spirit’s long-running 

Laugh & Learn® series and brings that same combination of 
humor and practical advice to a younger audience

LICENSING INFO:

• 5 titles
• Ages 6–9
• Pub Date: 2021–2024
• Paperback · 84–88 pages
• 6.25 in. x 8 in.

®

9798885544474

9781631986291 9781631987229 9781631987199

9781631983504
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Introduction: You Introduction: You 
MustMust Be Mistaken Be Mistaken

You’ve probably heard people say, “Everyone makes 
mistakes.”

And it’s true—everyone makes mistakes. Your mom 
makes mistakes. So does your dad. And your teacher. 
Your principal, best friend, cousin, neighbor, Great 
Aunt Tutu, and your favorite sports stars and singers. 
The most popular internet video star of all time, the 
most famous movie stars, and every politician ever. 
(Especially them.)

Everyone.Everyone.

1
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Self-help, kid-style!
• Realistic topics, practical advice, silly jokes, fun illustrations, and a kid-

centric point of view all add up to one of our most popular series
• Books are the go-to for help with everything, from triumphing over 

teasing, to learning to be a fantastic friend, to becoming a  
self-confidence superstar, and more!

9781631980657

9781631980664

9781575423364

How to Take the Ache of of Mistakes

9781631982422

9781631983085

9781575424835

9781575423531

9781631986178

9781631982453

9781575422336

9781575424941

9781631986406

9781631981739

9781575422787

LICENSING INFO:

• 14 titles
• Ages 8–13
• Pub Date: 2007–2022
• Paperback · 80–128 pages
• 5.125 in. x 7 in.
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Help kids build positive relationships, 
learn responsibility, become engaged 
citzens, and achieve school success.

• Straightforward, friendly, and loaded with practical advice
• Gives kids the tools they need to not only survive, but thrive
• With plenty of realistic examples and bright illustrations, they 

are accessible, encouraging, kid-friendly, and life-changing.

Ages 5–10 • 129 Pages
6 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date  August 2013
9781575424484

Ages 9–14 • 152 Pages
6 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date: August 2016
9781631980282

Ages 13 & Up • 300 Pages
7 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date: May 2022
9781631986789

Ages 8–13 • 128 Pages
6 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date: September 2014
9781575424729
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Chapter 1Chapter 1

What Is ASD?
ASD stands for autism spectrum disorder. But disorder isn’t a very 
friendly word. If you want, you can think of ASD as a brain difference. 

Because the difference starts in the brain, ASD has an effect on your 
body too. Your brain is like your command center. It sends billions of 
messages 24/7 to all areas of your body. Messages like:

“Legs, run!” “Hey, what’s that noise?”
“Ouch, that bright sun hurts my eyes.”

“Mmmm, I smell lunch. Time to eat.”

SGKidswithASD-TEXT.indd   10SGKidswithASD-TEXT.indd   10 4/17/23   2:26 PM4/17/23   2:26 PM

CHAPTER 1 What Is ASD?   11

“Hey, what’s that noise?”

Your brain plays an important role in three areas having to do with 
autism spectrum disorder:

1. Communication: This is about how you listen, speak, write, or 
get messages across to others.

2. Socialization: Socializing is doing things with other people. Your 
brain affects how you socialize with others and how much you 
want to socialize with them. It affects how you fit into a group, 
like your family, friends, or community. 

3. Interests and behaviors: Interests are the things you think 
about and the activities you enjoy. Behaviors are the things you 
do and how you act. Your brain plays a role in how often you 
think or do things, and how much you enjoy them.

If you have ASD, your brain has to work 
harder when it comes to communicating 
and socializing. All this hard work might 
make you feel tired or frustrated, but you 
can do it! This book will tell you how. 

On pages 1 6–24, you’ll learn more about 
each of the three key areas mentioned 
above. But first, a word about rainbows . . .  

The Many Colors of ASD
Rainbows? What do rainbows have to do with the autism spectrum? 
You might have seen the word spectrum if you’ve read about 
rainbows. The spectrum refers to the colors of light 
in a rainbow (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
indigo, and violet). Just like the rainbow, 
autism comes in many colors, including 
your special color! The “spectrum” 
part of ASD means that each and 
every person with this condition 
is different and unique.

SGKidswithASD-TEXT.indd   11SGKidswithASD-TEXT.indd   11 4/17/23   2:26 PM4/17/23   2:26 PM
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LICENSING INFO:

• 8 titles
• Ages 5–13+

Ages 8–12 • 128 Pages
6 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date: August 2013
9781575424477

Ages 9–14 • 192 Pages
7 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date: August 2013
9781575424491

Ages 9–13 • 248 Pages
7 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date: June 2021
9781631985997

Ages 13+ • 272 Pages
6 in. x 9 in. • Pub Date: September 2018 
9781631983023

Introduction

 Is getting ready for school a challenge for you?

 Do you have trouble paying attention at school?

 Is it difficult for you to sit still or stay in one place?

 Do you struggle to keep your things organized?

 Is it hard for you to control your anger?

 Do you sometimes have trouble making friends or 
getting along with others?

 Is it hard for you to fall asleep at night?

If you answered YES to any of these questions, read on!

1
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2     The Survival Guide for Kids with ADHD

How This Book Can Help You
This book can help you if you have 
been labeled ADHD. ADHD stands  
for attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder. 

When I first wrote this book in 2006, 
many facts about ADHD were known 
but others were still being discovered. 

This updated edition is just as accurate, fun, and help-
ful as the original, and probably even more so.

If you’ve been labeled ADHD, you probably face 
some challenges other kids do not. You might struggle 
at school—with paying attention to your teacher or 
focusing on the work you’re supposed to do. It may 
be hard for you to learn some things that seem easy 
for other students. Or maybe you understand most of 
your work, but you have trouble staying organized. 
You might lose assign-
ments or forget to 
hand them in. If ADHD 
makes it hard for you 
to sit still, teachers may 
get upset with your 
behavior. Sometimes it 
might seem as though 
you can’t do anything 
right at school!

You can read more 
about words in 
bold type in the  
glossary on pages 
108–110.

ADHD_Text.indd   2ADHD_Text.indd   2 3/8/23   6:12 PM3/8/23   6:12 PM
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Editions

Practice Makes Perfect!
• Each book provides 180 daily activities to build students’ learning 

• Students build key skills and confidence in each subject area while teachers can use 
the related data to inform instruction 

• Data-driven assessment tips are provided as well as digital resources that include 
assessment analysis tools

• 180 Days of Reading and Math Pre·K–5 both now have full-color pages

Name: ________________________________  Date: _______________
D AY

1

Unit 6
WEEK 3

ASTROVIEW PLANETARIUM
Schedule

Witness the stars above at 

Tonight’s Sky.

Playing at 10:00 a.m. daily.

Learn about the latest technology at

Space Robots Advance.  
Playing at 3:00 p.m. daily.

Spot footage from another world at 

Aliens...or Not???
Playing at 7:00 p.m. daily.

Prices

Adults … $20

Children  
(age 12 and under) … $6

Students (with valid student 
ID card) … $12

Seniors (age 65 and over) … $8

The 1st Sunday of every month 
is free.

The 3rd Thursday of every 
month is Senior Date Night.  
Dance under the stars from 3:00 
to 7:00 p.m. ($20, must be age 
65 and over.)

© Shell Education 135045—180 Days of Reading 113

Name: ________________________________  Date: _______________
D AY

WEEK 2

Unit 6

5
Directions: Reread “Skyful of Diamonds.”  Then, respond to the prompt.

Write your own version of how the story ends.  Add to or change it 
to make it different.

“Would you like the recipe?”
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UNIT 1

1 
Directions: Answer the questions.

 1.   

How many in the basket?  

How many on the  

ground?  

How many in all?   

 apples

 3.      
   

How many in the sink?  

How many on the 

counter?  

How many in all?   

 cherries

 2.   

How many on the plate?  

How many in the bowl?  

How many in all?   

 strawberries

 4.   

How many on the first 

bunch?  

How many on the 

second bunch?  

How many in all?   

 grapes

© Shell Education 142243—180 Days of Math 21

Name: ____________________________________  Date: ________________UNIT 1

Learn about Addition 
You can put groups together to find out how many there are 
in all.  This is called adding.  You can count objects to add.  
You can also use a number line.

Example 1 

 1.  How many books on the top shelf? 4

 2.  How many books on the bottom shelf? 2

 3.  You can use counters to help find the total.

 4.  How many books in all?

  4 + 2 = 6  6 books in all

4

2

Example 2
 1.  Use the number line to add 5 + 3.

 2.  Put your finger on 5.  Move your finger to the next 
3 numbers as you count on.

 3.  Write the answer.

   5  + 3  = 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

142243—180 Days of Math © Shell Education20



LICENSING INFO:

• 12 titles
• Ages 4–11 · Grades Pre·K–6
• Paperback · 180 Activities in each workbook
• 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Unit 4: Patterns of Movement
D

a
y 

1

Name: ________________________________  Date: _______________

Week
1 Unit 4: Patterns of Movement

D
a

y 
3

Week
1

Directions: Read the text.  Follow the steps to make art with a 
pendulum. 

Steps

 1. Punch two holes on opposite sides at the top of a cup.

 2. Poke a smaller hole in the bottom center of the cup.  
Cover it with tape.

 3. Thread the string through the top holes.  Tie a knot to 
look like a triangle.

 4. Tape the other end of the string to the edge of a chair.  
Make sure the cup can swing freely.

 5. Put paper beneath your pendulum cup.

 6. Pour a little paint in the cup.  Remove the tape 
from the bottom hole.

 7. Gently pull the cup back and let it go.  Try 
different patterns of movement, such as 
back-and-forth or circular.

A pendulum has an object hung 
from a fixed point.  The object can 
swing freely. 

Materials

paint paper
paper or plastic cup string

29646—180 Days: Hands-On STEAM © Shell Education72

180 Days of Hands On 
STEAM, Grade 3

Name: ______________________________________  Date: _________________
DAY

3
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WEEK 1

Body Language
People communicate with words.  But they can also get a message across 
with their bodies.  In fact, body language sometimes says things words 
don’t.  Pay attention to what someone is telling you with their body.  It will 
help you know how they feel.

Fo
cu

s 
on

 S
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f

Directions: Write the emotion each person is feeling, based only on their 
body language. 

 1. 

 

 3. 

 

 2. 

 

 4. 

 

126960—180 Days of Social-Emotional Learning © Shell Education14

180 Days of Social-Emotional 
Learning STEAM, Grade 4

51633—180 Days of High-Frequency Words © Shell Education28

Name: _____________________________
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 t
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1
DAY

Week 4

Directions: Trace each word.  Circle the word in 
the sentence.  Cut out the cards.  Punch a hole in 
each card.  Make a word necklace.

it
I see it.

he
He looks sad.

was
She was asleep.

180 Days of High-Frequency 
Words, Grade K

#51529—180 Days of Writing © Shell Education22
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Name: _____________________________ Date: ___________________4
DAY

Week 2

The most exciting adventure _____ ever had was when _____ visited Machu 

Picchu.  _____ climbed and climbed until _____ feet ached at night.  _____ breaths 

shortened as _____ ascended the mountain.  _____ thought _____ would never 

reach the top.  But finally, _____ could see the sun rise above _____ illuminating the 

old dwellings of people from long ago.  Being so high up gave _____ the idea that 

_____ could see the beginning and the end of the earth.

Directions: Add the appropriate pronouns to the sentences.  Be sure to avoid inappropriate 
pronoun shifts.

 
P

la
ce

s 
I 

W
an

t 
to

 G
o

Time to Improve! 

Revisit the paragraph you wrote on 
page 20 about a trip of a lifetime.  
Edit your text to make sure that 
you used pronouns appropriately.  
If you did not use any pronouns, 
find places to add them to 
your paragraph.

Remember! 

Inappropriate pronoun shifts happen when a 
sentence shifts between first person (I, we) 
to second person (you) or third person (he, 
she, they).

180 Days of Writing,  
Grade 6



  Let’s
Learn!   Let’s

Learn!   Let’s
Learn!

  Let’s
Learn!   Let’s

Learn!   Let’s
Learn!

Grade 3
Activities for
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Let’s Learn Anywhere!
• Each book contains 18 weeks of standards-based activities
• Allows for independent learning with easy-to-follow directions and 

colorful pages
• Includes activities for literacy, math, science, social studies, critical 

and creative thinking, technology, art and music, mindfulness, and 
even health and physical education

• Bases each three-week unit on a familiar theme or topic
• Excites students with hands-on activities and educational games

Name ____________________________________________ Date ___________________

Problem 1: Shawn has 65 crayons.  He gives some to his sister.  
He has 38 crayons left.  How many crayons did Shawn give to 
his sister?

List What You Know Make a Plan

Solve the Problem Look Back and Explain

Problem 2: Kevin has many comic books.  He gave away 14 old 
books.  He has 62 comic books left.  How many books did he 
start with?

List What You Know Make a Plan

Solve the Problem Look Back and Explain

Directions: Read and solve each problem.

125546—Let's Learn 
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Name  ____________________________ Date _____________

125544—Let’s Learn! 

©  | Teacher Created Materials
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UNIT 

2 Directions: Read the text .  Answer the questions .

The Parade

Mark and Pam love to dress up .  “We should have 

a parade!” says Mark .

Mark and Pam ask Kim and Lee to 

help .  They bring their dogs along .

Mark says, “We can have a pet 

parade instead!”

Lee puts a cowboy hat on his dog .  

Kim dresses her dog in a clown hat 

and skirt .  Pam puts bunny ears on her 

cat .  Mark puts his cat in a stroller .  The 

parade is a lot of fun!

1 What do Mark and 

Pam love to do?

A go on hikes

B dress up

C take naps

2 Who helps Mark 

and Pam?

A the dogs

B Kim and Lee

C the pets

3 Who gets dressed up?

A Lee

B the pets

C Pam

4 Which pet is dressed 

like a rabbit?

A Lee’s dog

B Kim’s dog

C Pam’s cat

+−×=
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Name ____________________________________________ Date ___________________

Earthquakes
By William B. Rice

What Makes an Earthquake? 
What could possibly happen to make the earth change fast?  One 

big factor is an earthquake.  An earthquake is the movement of  land 
caused by plates in the earth’s crust rubbing past, into, or against 
each other.  When this happens, sometimes the plates get stuck.  
Pressure builds.  When the plates can’t take the pressure anymore, 
they give way.  The pressure must go somewhere.  Earthquake!

Earth’s outer layer, the crust, is not one solid, smooth piece.  It is 
broken up into many large pieces.  Each piece is called a plate.  The 
plates are made of  materials such as rocks and minerals.  Some plates 
are larger than continents.  Some plates are smaller, like a country.  
Either way, plates are huge.

Earth is made of many layers.  The crust is rigid and brittle.  It sits 
on top of the mantle, which is more � uid.  Earth’s plates � oat on top 
of the liquid rock beneath them.  As the liquid mantle � ows, the plates 
� oat along as well.  As they � oat, they rub against each other in different 
ways.  No matter which way they meet, earthquakes will happen.  

The place where plates meet is called a boundary.  There are three 
main types of boundaries.  They are convergent (kuhn-VUHR-juhnt), 
divergent (di-VUHR-juhnt), and transform.  The difference among 
them is the way in which the plates move in relation to each other. 

A convergent boundary is where 
two plates move toward each other.  
When they meet, one of  the plates 
usually moves on top of  the other.  
A divergent boundary is where two 
plates move away from each other.  
New crust is made as they move apart.  
A transform boundary is where two 
plates slide past each other. 

+−×=
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divergent 
boundaryconvergent 

boundary
transform
boundary
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Let’s Learn
Grade 3

Name  ____________________________ Date _____________
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Directions: Plant a seed in your yard, a cup, or a pot .  
Watch the seed grow .  Color the stages of this plant as 
your plant grows .

Let’s Learn
Grade 1

9781087637716

9781087637754 9781087637761 9781087637778

9781087637723 9781087637730 9781087637747

Term/Semester 1 Workbooks



Name _____________________________________________  Date ____________________
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Directions: Trace.

26 27 28

29 30

Directions: Write the numbers.

26   27 

28   29 

 30 

26 27 28
29 30

126240—Let’s Learn More! ©  | Teacher Created Materials160
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Let’s Learn More! 
Grade Pre‧K

Name  ___________________________________________ Date ___________________

An analogy is a way to compare things.  Look at 
the example:

green : color :: triangle : shape

The fi rst two things go together in some way.  Green is a 
type of  color.  The next two things need to go together in 
the same way.  A triangle is a type of  shape.  The way you 
say an analogy is, “Green is to color as triangle is to shape.”

Directions: Complete the analogies.

1 kitten : cat :: puppy : _________________

2 apple : fruit :: broccoli : _________________

3 car : drive :: bike : _________________

4 J : letter :: 12 : _________________

5 oven : kitchen :: toilet : _________________

126243—Let’s Learn More! ©  | Teacher Created Materials168168
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Let’s Learn More! 
Grade 2

Name  ___________________________________________ Date ___________________

Directions: Focus on your well-being with these hands-on activities .  
Choose at least two to complete .

There are many different 
ways to turn words into 
art .  One way is to shape 
a word into the object it 
represents .  For example, 
you could take the word 
alligator and turn it into 
a drawing that looks like 
an alligator .  Be creative 
and try some word art 
of  your own!

Amazing Art
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Getting Active

Write the letters of  the 
alphabet on the ground 
with sidewalk chalk .  
Be sure the letters are 
close enough together 
so that you can reach 
each letter by hopping .  
Then, spell words by 
jumping from letter to 
letter .  Try for a really 
long word, such as 
congratulations .

Songs are a writer’s 

words set to music .  

Find a poem you 

enjoy, or write your 

own .  Then, set it to 

a tune you already 

know and sing along .

Making Music

Think of  a health-
related problem in 
your community or 
an idea you have to 
improve the health of 
others .  Write a letter 
to a person in local 
government explaining 
your thoughts about 
the issue .  You can 
make a change for the 
better!

Staying Healthy

126246—Let’s Learn More!  ©  | Teacher Created Materials6666
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Let’s Learn More! 
Grade 5
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LICENSING INFO:

• 14 titles
• Ages 3–9 · Grades Pre·K–5
• Paperback · 176–184 Activities in each workbook
• 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Many of  the cars on the road were EVs in the early 1900s.  Most of  the 
taxis in New York City used batteries.  But EVs were expensive.  They cost 
around $2,000.  A horse only cost $100.  For many people at that time, 
$2,000 was more money than they earned in four years.The American industrialist Henry Ford produced a new car in 1908.  It 
was called the Model T.  It was powered by gasoline.  The Model T made 
a lot of  noise.  It spewed black smoke.  But it cost only $850.  EVs just 
couldn’t compete with the price of  the Model T.  It would be many years 
before people became interested in EVs again.
Modern EVs

EVs have become more popular recently.  A lot 
of  people want to drive 
cars that do not harm the environment.  They want to reduce air pollution, which is caused when man-made waste is dumped into the air.
EVs look like cars that use gas, but they feel different to drive.  Unlike noisy 

gas-powered cars, EVs are almost silent.  There is no engine vibration.  All you hear is the sound of  the tires on the pavement and the slight whine of  the motor when you accelerate.
In the past, EVs were pricey.  A big reason for the high cost was the 

battery.  But recent advances in battery technology have lowered EV 
prices.  Many countries offer tax breaks to people who buy EVs.  These 
tax breaks can save people thousands of  dollars.  This means an EV can 
cost about the same as a car that uses gas.  More people can afford EVs!Exciting new EV models are introduced every year.  One day, an EV 
could cost less than a gas-powered car.  EVs look like they could be the 
cars of  the future!

©  | Teacher Created Materials
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Name ____________________________________________ Date ___________________

The History of Electric Vehicles 
by Lesley Ward

The main mode of  transport in the early 1800s had four legs, a mane, 
and a tail.  It was a horse!  Horses carried riders and pulled carts.  Horses 
were strong, but they had their limits.  They also needed to be fed and 
cared for.  People knew there had to be a way to power carts without 
using horses.

In 1800, batteries were invented.  They created power in the form of  an 
electrical current.  Scientists thought that battery power could be used to 
replace horsepower.

Robert Anderson, a Scottish inventor, built one of  the fi rst electric 
vehicles, or EVs, in the 1830s.  He attached a battery to a motor.  The 
motor turned the wheels of  a cart.

Anderson’s “horseless 
carriage” was crude.  It 
rolled just a few feet.  
The battery could only 
be used once.  But his 
work inspired many 
other inventors.

One of  the fi rst 
successful American EVs 
was built in 1890.  A 
chemist named William 
Morrison designed it.  
It ran on 24 batteries 
that could be recharged.  
Morrison showed the car at the 1893 World’s Fair in Chicago.  He used it 
to give rides to VIPs.  It was a big hit with the crowds.

The fi rst EV that people could buy went on sale in 1894.  It was called 
the Electrobat.  It was designed by an engineer named Henry Morris and 
a chemist named Pedro Salom.  It could drive 25 miles (40 kilometers) 
on one battery charge.  It drove at speeds up to 20 miles per hour 
(32 kilometers per hour).  It won races against other EVs.

Morrison’s 1890 electric vehicle
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Accelerate learning during school breaks
• Includes over 80 simple yet effective math, language arts, and critical and creative thinking 

activities to help students develop 21st century skills and support content learning in 
reading, writing, science, social studies, and art

• Provides easy-to-follow tips and strategies for caretaker involvement and making  
social-emotional learning connections

• Includes suggestions for family activities that provide fun, real-world learning 
opportunities that everyone will enjoy
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Week 
1
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What Do You Think?
Directions: Choose a book, a television show, or a game.  Tell your 
opinion about it.  Give reasons why you like it or do not like it.  Use 
words like because, and, and also to connect your ideas.  End with a closing 
sentence.

#17790—Kids Learn! Getting Ready for 3rd Grade © Teacher Created Materials24

Week 
2Lemonade for Sale

Directions: Read the passage, then answer the questions.

 1. What is one trait that the main characters of this story share?

 ������������������������������������������������������������������  

 ������������������������������������������������������������������

 2. How does the author show that trait in the characters?

 ������������������������������������������������������������������

 ������������������������������������������������������������������

 3. What is another way the characters could have solved the problem?

 ���������������������������������������������������

 ���������������������������������������������������

Ann and Lucy wanted to go to the movies.  But they did not have 
money.  They tried washing dogs.  It was too messy.  They tried 
babysitting.  It took too much time.  They decided to have a lemonade 
stand.

The next day was hot and dry.  It was a good day for a lemonade stand.  
The girls mixed the cold drinks.  They poured the drinks into a plastic 
pitcher.  They sold the drinks for 50 cents each.

Ten kids and two adults bought the drinks.  Ann and Lucy each needed 
three dollars for the movies.  They made enough money.  Hooray!  They 
were on their way.

© Teacher Created Materials #17790—Kids Learn! Getting Ready for 3rd Grade 2525

Volume Formula
Directions: Use the volume formula to find the volume of the objects.  Be sure to label 
the volume in cubic units.

To find the volume of a rectangular prism, multiply the length × width × height.  The 
formula for finding the volume of a rectangular prism is V = l × w × h.

Week 
4

 1. 

 

 3. 

 

 2. 

 

 4. 

 

21 cm

30 cm

7 cm 6 ft.

4 ft.

3 ft.

15 in. 5 in.

3 in.

50 m

25 m1 m

21 x 7 x 30 = 4,410 cm³
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Cause and Effect
Directions: Choose a nonfiction book to read.  As you read it, look for a cause-
and-effect structure.  The cause is what makes something happen, and the effect is what 
happens.  Often there will be multiple causes or effects.  Complete the chart and answer 
the question.

Week 
4

Cause or Causes Effect or Effects

What are some other nonfiction texts where you would be likely to find a cause-
and-effect structure?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
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To Develop Good Citizenship
 • Have your teen think of a person in your community 

who exhibits good citizenship.  Ask your teen to write 
a thank-you note to that person to honor that person’s 
contributions to the community.

 • Help your teen find information about the composting, 
recycling, and trash services available in your 
neighborhood.  Have him or her make signs to post in 
community locations to educate people about the recycling 
opportunities available. 

 • Ask your teen to research charitable organizations in your 
community.  Ask him or her to pick an organization and 
make a commitment to volunteer there monthly with you.

To Practice Reading • When in the car, ask your teen to read the billboard advertisements.  

Discuss the meanings of the signs and the techniques used by the 

advertisers to sell their products.  
 • Go to the library on a regular basis.  Explore a new section of the library 

with your teen and check out at least one book from the new section.
 • Look for movies that are based on books 

and read the book with your teen before 
viewing the movie.  After watching 
the movie, discuss the similarities and 
differences between the book and the movie 

and decide which version of the story each 

of you enjoyed more.

Things to Do in the Community

#17795—Kids Learn! Getting Ready for 8th Grade 
© Teacher Created Materials

8

TitleTitleTitle
 1. Theme or central idea of a text 

and how to analyze its development

 2. Meanings of words and 
phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative and connotative 
meanings

 3. Informative, explanatory, 
narrative, and short research 
projects

 4. Radicals and integer exponents

 5. Proportional relationships, 
lines, and linear equations

 6. Defining, evaluating, and 
comparing functions; using 
functions to model relationships 
between quantities

 7. Motion, forces, and structure 
of matter

 8. Developing questions and 
performing investigations

 9. Major events preceding the founding 
of the nation and their significance 
to the development of America

 10. Events from the Constitution 
up to World War I, with an 
emphasis on America’s role in 
the war

Top 10 Things Your Eighth Grader 
 Will Need to Know

10
© Teacher Created Materials #17795—Kids Learn! Getting Ready for 8th Grade 5
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Focus on reading and math skills
• Reinforce reading comprehension, academic vocabulary, and writing through fun and 

engaging reading passages and activities.
• Teach students key skills and how to be active math learners, including common 

metacognitive strategies like copy cover compare-cover copy compare and thinking aloud 
on their own.

Some athletes have come back to peak fitness 
after being hurt.  Others have made it to the top 
with bodies that seem limited.  Aimee Mullins 
is one such athlete.

Mullins was born without important bones 
in her lower legs.  Her legs were taken off 
below the knee when she was a baby.  But 
Mullins was strong.  She was confident.  She 
had a great outlook on life.  So, she learned 
to use prosthetic legs.  Prosthetic legs are 
made of metal or other materials.  They are 
made by people.  Mullins became a top track 
and field athlete with her new legs.

Mullins now works as a fashion model.  She 
walks the runway to model new clothes.  She 
also models for a famous makeup company. 

Many people admire Mullins and her story.   
They want to know more about how she achieves 
so much.  Mullins is happy to tell them.  She gives 
speeches.  She helps people see what they can 
achieve.  Mullins explains that her legs give her 
“superpowers.”  She doesn’t see her legs as a 
problem.  She sees them as a great gift.  In 
fact, she has many different pairs of legs.  She 
chooses a pair each day depending on what 
she wants to do!

Mullins is not only a fashion model.  
She is also a model for living well.

Legless, Legless, Legless, 
Fearless

Some athletes have come back to peak fitness 
after being hurt.  Others have made it to the top 
with bodies that seem limited.  Aimee Mullins 

Mullins was born without important bones 
in her lower legs.  Her legs were taken off 
below the knee when she was a baby.  But 
Mullins was strong.  She was confident.  She 
had a great outlook on life.  So, she learned 
to use prosthetic legs.  Prosthetic legs are 
made of metal or other materials.  They are 
made by people.  Mullins became a top track 

Mullins now works as a fashion model.  She 
walks the runway to model new clothes.  She 
also models for a famous makeup company. 

Many people admire Mullins and her story.   Many people admire Mullins and her story.   
They want to know more about how she achieves 
so much.  Mullins is happy to tell them.  She gives 
speeches.  She helps people see what they can 
achieve.  Mullins explains that her legs give her 
“superpowers.”  She doesn’t see her legs as a 
problem.  She sees them as a great gift.  In 
fact, she has many different pairs of legs.  She 
chooses a pair each day depending on what 

Mullins is not only a fashion model.  

FearlessFearless
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Some athletes have come back to peak fitness 
after being hurt.  Others have made it to the top 
with bodies that seem limited.  Aimee Mullins 
is one such athlete.

Mullins was born without important bones 
in her lower legs.  Her legs were taken off 
below the knee when she was a baby.  But 
Mullins was strong.  She was confident.  She 
had a great outlook on life.  So, she learned 
to use prosthetic legs.  Prosthetic legs are 
made of metal or other materials.  They are 
made by people.  Mullins became a top track 
and field athlete with her new legs.

Mullins now works as a fashion model.  She 
walks the runway to model new clothes.  She 
also models for a famous makeup company. 

Many people admire Mullins and her story.   
They want to know more about how she achieves 
so much.  Mullins is happy to tell them.  She gives 
speeches.  She helps people see what they can 
achieve.  Mullins explains that her legs give her 
“superpowers.”  She doesn’t see her legs as a 
problem.  She sees them as a great gift.  In 
fact, she has many different pairs of legs.  She 
chooses a pair each day depending on what 
she wants to do!

Mullins is not only a fashion model.  
She is also a model for living well.

Legless, 
Fearless

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: _________________

Word Work 
Part 1: Word Families

Directions: Add the beginning sounds from the Beginning Sound Bank 
below to -ack and -ake to create new words.  Then, write the new words 
in the correct column of the chart.

Beginning Sound Bank

h st br s tr bl cr f p fl

-ack -ake

hack brake

 Part 2: Language and Vocabulary 
Directions: Circle the word that best completes the sentence. 

 1 Will you take a quick __________ at this letter for me?

examine look observe

 2 Make sure to __________  hot tea so you don’t burn your tongue

gulp drink sip

 3 She had to __________ to the store because she was running very late.

stroll race skip

© Teacher Created Materials #21177 Focused Reading
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Name: _________________________________________________ Date: _________________

Party Time
Directions: Solve the word problems.

 1 For a third-grade party, the teachers ordered 10 large sub  
sandwiches.  Each sub was split into 6 pieces.  The students  
ate 45 pieces.  How many pieces were left?

Picture Equation

Solution

 2 The teachers also bought apple slices.  They bought 6 packs of  
apples.  Each pack had 5 slices.  Each student ate 3 slices.  If  
there were no leftovers, then how many students got apple slices?

Picture Equation

Solution

  Choose Question 1 or 2.  Explain how you solved it.

   ______________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________
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Name: _________________________________________________ Date: _________________

Food Drive
Directions: Solve the word problems.

 1 Faith and Keaton donate canned goods for a food drive.  
Faith brings her cans in bags.  She has 6 bags, with 7 cans in 
each bag.  Keaton brings 24 more cans.  How many cans did 
they bring together?

Picture Equation

Solution

 2 Maria and Caden collect jugs of water at the food drive.  Maria collects 22  
jugs.  Caden collects 28 jugs.  They put all the jugs together.  Then, they put 
them into boxes.  Each box holds 5 jugs.  How many boxes did they fill?

Picture Equation

Solution

  Explain how you solved Question 2.

   ______________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________

21204—Focused Mathematics—Student Guided Practice Book © Teacher Created Materials
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Transform early childhood learning with play-based 
culturally relevant curriculum! 

 · Shows how a play-centric approach can provide differentiated learning 
opportunities

 · Offers a wealth of examples with pictures and detailed explanations
 · Explores the power of using culturally relevant and responsive resources, 

open-ended materials, and play in early childhood classrooms
 · Includes how-to examples, planning questions, access to digital resources, 

and more tools to support teachers

An essential guide to help parents prepare their 
children for school and life! 

 · Provides families with ideas for fun, low-cost learning 
opportunities that can happen every day

 · Develops parents’ confidence as their child’s first and most 
important teachers

 · Packed with ideas about how to turn everyday events into learning 
experiences for children, as well as ideas for low-cost enrichment 
activities

 · Supports parents' ability to develop their children’s language and 
vocabulary, creativity, critical thinking, literacy and math skills, 
science and social studies concepts, and more

The Gift of Playful Learning 
A Guide for Educators
by Nadia Kenisha Bynoe and Angelique Thompson

Being Your Child’s Most Important Teacher 
A Guide for Families with Young Children
by Dr. Rebecca A. Palacios

Shell Education, Inc. 
9781087649078 · Paperback
Pub Date: February 2023
Ages Pre·K–2
219 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.

Shell Education, Inc. 
English: 9781087663593 

Spanish: 9781087663609  
Paperback

Pub Date: February 2023
Ages 2–7

181 Pages · 7.333 in. x 9.25 in.

Rebecca A. Palacios, Ph.D., is a Senior Curriculum Advisor for Age of Learning, Inc., 
the company that produces the ABCmouse.com Early Learning Academy website and 
mobile apps. Dr. Palacios has more than three decades of experience in early childhood 
education and has published articles on teacher professional development, early 
childhood education, and dual-language programs.  Most recently, Dr. Palacios received 
the prestigious James A. Kelly Award for Advancing Accomplished Teaching, which is the 
highest award bestowed by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.
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Gain a solid introduction to teaching young children!
 · Provides a concise overview of everything you need to know to get started 

with your preschool/preK classroom.
 · Insights drawn from contemporary research, best practices defined by 

experts in the field, and thoughtful examples from experienced educators
 · Includes best practices for planning, setting up the classroom, curriculum 

and assessment, family engagement, as well as an overview of child 
development

In order to learn, kids need to move! 
 · Connects the dots that link brain activity, movement, and  

early learning
 · Teachers, parents, and caregivers will find a wealth of information, 

actionable tips, and games they can use to support children’s 
healthy development

 · Readers learn how to increase children’s emotional vocabulary, 
model how to recognize and cope with various emotions, support 
self-regulation and reduce challenging behaviors

Sparking Learning in Young Children 
Classroom Best Practices
by Chris Amirault, Ph.D.,

A Moving Child is a Learning Child 
How the Body Teaches the Brain to Think
by Gill Connell and Cherly McCarthy

Shell Education, Inc. 
9798765971956 · Paperback
Pub Date: July 2024
Grades Pre·K–2  
TBD Pages · 7.33 in. x 9.25 in.

Free Spirit Publishing 
9781575424354 · Paperback

Pub Date: October 2013
Ages Birth–7

336 Pages · 7.25 in. x 9.25 in.

Free Spirit Publishing 
9781631980244 · Paperback
Pub Date: May 2016
Ages Birth–7
216 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Help teachers focus on accelerating learning gains in 
literacy, using differentiated instruction.

 · Provides teachers with 36 lessons for grades 3, 4, and 5 
 · Meets students’ diverse reading needs with differentiated lessons 
 · Focuses on four higher-order reading skills: visualize, infer, draw 

conclusions, and compare/contrast 
 · Includes more than 40 engaging poems and texts at different reading 

levels to support differentiated instruction and intervention 

Recognize and support twice-exceptional (2e) learners to help 
them succeed in school—and beyond.

 · Information about 2e learners is strength-based, accessible, and reader-friendly, 

with real-life examples and stories 
 · Describes diagnosed learning disabilities and differences with specific 

information about how the diagnoses appear in kids identified as gifted 
 · Helps educators determine appropriate accommodations (e.g., Section 

504 plans or IEPs), modifications, and collaboration with other educational 
professionals 

Promote Reading Gains with 
Differentiated Instruction 
Ready-to-Use Lessons for Grades 3–5
by Laura Robb, David L. Harrison, and Timothy Rasinski

Teaching Twice-Expectional Children in 
Today’s Classroom
by Emily Kircher-Morris, M.A., M.Ed., LPC

Shell Education, Inc. 
9798765903421 · Paperback
Pub Date: September 2023
Ages 8–12
272 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.

Free Spirit Publishing* 
9781631984853 

Paperback
Pub Date: August 2021

Ages 4–18
248 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Provides useful, easy-to-use strategies to help educators 
embed social-emotional learning (SEL) into everyday 
instruction.

 · Examine each core competency (self-awareness, self-management, 
social-awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making) 
individually, learning how to define, identify, and integrate the key elements 
into daily instruction.

 · Discover the importance of related skills and behaviors associated with 
SEL, including empathy, compassion, kindness, resilience, preserverence, 
gratitude, and more, to support student growth.

 · Utilize the suggestions and strategies for “Putting It All Together” to 
integrate SEL into content instruction.

Empower educators to develop and practice their 
own social-emotional learning (SEL) skills, so they 
can effectively address their students’ needs.

 · Digs into key SEL topics such as the 5 SEL Competencies, 
mindfulness, and feedback

 · Provides strategies for implementing SEL in every day instruction
 · Includes testimonials from teachers on how they have 

implemented SEL in their classroom
 · Empowers educators to explore their own SEL skills through 

reflective activities

Effective Strategies for Integrating  
Social-Emotional Learning in  
Your Classroom
by Erick Herrmann

Social-Emotional Learning Starts with Us 
Empowering Teachers to Support Students
by Trisha Di Fazio and Allison Roeser

Shell Education, Inc. 
9781087648859 · Paperback
Pub Date: August 2021
Grades K–12  
192 Pages · 7 in. x 9 in.

Shell Education, Inc. 
9781087649184 · Paperback

Pub Date: March 2022
Grades K–12  

192 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Be prepared to respond to a wide range of potentially tough 
questions and sensitive concerns posed by young children.

 · Provides guidance on how to approach specific topics related to family, 
illness and death, social issues, and upheaval and violence

 · Fully based in developmentally appropriate practice, this book helps 
educators support young children in a way that preserves their dignity and 
innocence when they encounter world and social events in addition to 
honoring the family’s preferred approach

 · Empowers educators and families to answer sensitive or tough questions 
children pose, respond to their worries and concerns, and be prepared for 
an ongoing dialogue

Equip teachers with the knowledge and tools needed to 
address child and adolescent anxiety at a critical moment.

 · Provides a framework for understanding anxiety, its causes, and the various 
ways it can present in young people

 · Offers standalone action strategies for classroom use, including a matrix to 
identify which strategies may be most useful for specific situations

 · Makes implementation of strategies easy with reproducibles for teacher and 
student use

Big Conversations with Little Children 
Answering Questions, Worries and Fears
by Lauren Starnes, Ed.D.

Help Anxious Kids in a Stressful World
by David Campos, Ph.D. and Kathleen McConnell Fad, Ph.D.

Free Spirit Publishing* 
9781631986321 · Paperback
Pub Date: April 2022
Ages 1–9
228 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.

Free Spirit Publishing* 
9798885543262 ‧ Paperback

Pub Date: November 2023 
Ages 4 and Up

192 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Provides teachers with strategies and suggestions to 
support their culturally and linguistically diverse students.

 · Use “whole-kid approach” in your daily instruction to meet the needs of 
diverse students

 · The five pedagogical areas addressed in this resource are: Classroom 
Management, Use of Text, Academic Vocabulary, Situational 
Appropriateness

 · Embraces and places value on students’ culture and language

Offers practical strategies for teaching and supporting 
students with mental health and learning disorders.

 · Practical, jargon-free information to help any teacher support students with 
a range of challenges.

 · Expert advice from a clinical psychologist
 · Includes a detailed list of recommended resources.

Culturally and Linguistically Responsive 
Teaching and Learning, Second Edition
by Sharroky Hollie

A Practical Guide to Mental Health &  
Learning Disorders for Every Educator 
How to Recognize, Understand, and Help Challenged  
(and Challenging) Students to Succeed
by Myles L. Cooley, Ph.D.

Shell Education, Inc. 
9781425817312 · Paperback
Pub Date: July 2017
Grades K–12  
256 Pages · 7 in. x 9 in.

Free Spirit Publishing* 
9781631981760 · Paperback

Pub Date: September 2018
Ages 4–18

256 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Find new ideas and inspiration with the  
50 Strategies series!

 · Inspire teachers with short, practical classroom strategies that include 
differentiation ideas for different grade bands in K-12. 

 · Written by experts, each book shares research-backed, classroom-
tested ideas that can be quickly and easily implemented to enhance 
and focus instruction. 

Learn how to harness the power of AI in your classroom!
 · Utilizes AI to reduce teacher workloads and minimize planning time
 · Boost literacy, content knowledge, and student engagement using AI tools
 · Incorporate AI into creative projects and activities
 · Covers the tools and ethics of AI use

Learn how to teach future ready skills without the use of screens!
 · Build a classroom environment of collaboration, communication, and  

creative thinking.
 · Focus on the kinds of thinking that are important for success in an increasingly 

digital world.

Find concrete ways to support unwilling, unengaged, or 
struggling readers!

 · Provides 50 instructional strategies to support and motivate students
 · Builds students’ fluency, stamina, and interest in reading
 · Offers grade-level differentiation and important reminders for each strategy
 · Reduces teacher stress and minimizes planning time

LICENSING INFO:

• 7 titles
• Paperback · 88–96 Pages
• 8.5 in. x 11 in.

Shell Education
9798765947104 · Paperback
Pub Date: August 2023
Grades K–12 ‧ 96 Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.

Shell Education
9798885543408 · Paperback
Pub Date: November 2023
Grades K–8 88 ‧ Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.

Shell Education
9798765965733 · Paperback

Pub Date: July 2024
Grades K–12 ‧ TBD Pages · 8.5 in. x 11 in.
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Support the success of all students in linguistically diverse 
classrooms.

 · Includes 50 practical strategies neatly organized into categories: creating a 
supportive environment, language support, listening, speaking, reading, writing, 
assessment, and visual literacy. 

 · Strategies foster inclusivity and support the success of multilingual learners. 

Give students concrete opportunities to practice STEAM skills! 
 · Builds 21st-century skills such as collaboration, handling failure, problem-solving, 

communication, and creativity
 · Offers grade-level differentiation and important reminders for each strategy
 · Includes student activity pages and instruction sheets

Support summer learning with engaging strategies!
 · Strategies promote community and culture building in a summer school 

environment. 
 · Offers creative strategies for teachers to use in a more relaxed 

environment with smaller groups, perfect for summer school settings. 

Support virtual learning with engaging strategies!
 · Strategies promote community and culture building in a summer school environment. 
 · Offers creative strategies for teachers to use in a more relaxed environment with smaller  

groups, perfect for summer school settings. 
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Gain a deeper understanding of how students learn to read!
 · Offers best practices and differentiation techniques supported by research
 · Boosts teacher understanding with key words, definitions, and examples
 · Includes teaching checklists and other features to help teachers take the 

science of reading directly into their classrooms
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This foundational information lays the groundwork for continued understanding 
of how to engage students with solid literacy instruction. Several institutions 
provide briefs or guides that present research in easily digestible formats. The 
Institute of Educational Sciences/What Works Clearinghouse Practice Guides 
provide educators with sound instructional practices related to a range of literacy 
skills. Additionally, the International Literacy Association provides Leadership 
Briefs that highlight integral pedagogy with a strong research base.

The Focus on Word Recognition
The English language has an alphabetic writing system that is filled with 
complexities and nuances, rules and exceptions. For students to understand what 
they read, they must be able to access the words on the page. This requires explicit 
instruction on how letters work and how words work. Students need consistent 
opportunities to engage with new phonemic awareness and decoding skills, as well 
as ample time to read and reread for fluency. The instruction must be presented 
systematically, in an order that allows for students to move into more complex 
skills as they master simpler skills.

Word recognition encompasses a range of skills that must weave together for 
successful reading. That is why word recognition is an integral part of the Simple 
View of Reading equation and the bottom strand of Scarborough’s Reading Rope. 
Teachers can ensure reading success for their students by entrenching them in the 
important and fundamental components that lead to successful word recognition. 
These key components include phonological awareness, phonics (decoding), sight 
word recognition, and fluency.

According to the What Works Clearinghouse practice guide Foundational Skills 
to Support Reading for Understanding in Kindergarten Through 3rd Grade 
(Foorman et al. 2016), research finds strong evidence for the need to do the 
following:

• Develop awareness of the segments of sounds in speech and how they link to 
letters.

• Teach students to decode words, analyze word parts, and write and recognize 
words.

Further, the report indicates moderate evidence that reading connected text daily 
supports reading accuracy, fluency, and comprehension; additional evidence 
supports teaching academic language skills.
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Word Recognition Progressions
Word recognition skills are most effectively attained in a systematic progression. 
Therefore, systematic instruction should align with the progressions shown in 
figures I.5 and I.6.

Figure I.5—Phonological Awareness Progression

Figure I.6—Phonemic Awareness Progression

Recognized Phonemes

Phonemes are the individual, unique units of sound in the English language. 
These sounds help distinguish words and meanings of words. Letters and 
combinations of letters, or graphemes, represent each of these sounds. See  
figure I.7. Note: Due to accents and dialects, there are lists that vary from this 
specific representation.
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segmentation
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identification

Phoneme 
blending

Phoneme 
segmentation

Phoneme 
addition and 
deletion

Phoneme 
substitution
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Research in Action

Mini-Write, Mini-Lesson 
Secondary Grades

Description
During content-area instruction, students read a portion of text and then write a 
response. Teachers can use this structure to address a variety of grammar functions 
through contextual mini-lessons using the gradual release model.

Rationale
Short writing assignments provide low-stakes practice opportunities. Students can 
gain proficiency or mastery by repeating a strategy and demonstrating a skill across 
content areas. This supports transfer of the skill and boosts students’ confidence 
when writing for different purposes.

Roles and Responsibilities
Teacher: Model

• Finds multiple examples of mentor texts across disciplines.

• Uses student work as additional mentor examples.

• Thinks aloud and models one discrete skill at a time, using frequent checks 
for understanding at pivotal points in the lesson.

• Releases responsibility to students.

Student: Novice

• Writes every day to gain confidence.

• Recognizes writing as both a product and a means of learning.

• Reflects on own writing and sets realistic goals for improvement.

140

Process
 1. Review student work to identify a grammar skill that is challenging for most 

students.

 2. Create a set of process steps that students can follow for a mini-lesson that 
addresses the skill. For example, for a mini-lesson on subject-verb agreement, 
first identify the gap (e.g., students are using the wrong form of the verb); 
next, describe a strategy that will help students remember how to check for 
this error on their own (e.g., Is the subject about one thing or more than one 
thing? Write the number above the subject. If it is one thing, the verb must 
be singular. If it is more than one thing, the verb must be plural.); third, 
provide options for how to fix the error (e.g., look up verb conjugations or 
use premade charts as references).

 3. Think aloud as you model the process steps, using a piece of authentic text 
from content-area reading or a student’s exemplar. After demonstrating the 
steps once (“I do”), have students work with partners to repeat the process 
while you check for understanding after each step (“We do”).

 4. Have students use another piece of mentor text to work through the process 
together as you walk around, listen in, and make suggestions or corrections 
to students (“You try”).

 5. Finally, ask students to demonstrate the skill independently as they read a 
new piece of text on their own (“You do”).

 6. As students gain proficiency in the skill, tell them they need to demonstrate 
that specific skill as they read and respond to text. Give students a longer 
piece of text to read, and identify two or three places where they should 
stop and respond to a prompt about what they read. Tell students they must 
respond in complete sentences, and their responses should demonstrate the 
skill they just learned.

 7. Include this process across content areas, using student progress to determine 
the skill that needs to be addressed.
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Bring the science of reading directly into the classroom!
 · Provides teachers with meaningful strategies to boost students’ literacy skills
 · Easily implemented lessons and methods to help students practice word 

recognition, reading comprehension and content knowledge, and writing
 · Research-based instructional strategies, third through fifth grade teachers 

can make reading and writing fun, dynamic, and effective
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Literacy Strategies—131698 ©  

Build Words with Prefixes
Directions: Write a prefix and base words.  Next, build new words by adding 
the prefix to each base word.  Then, see if you can think of other words that 
use the prefix.  Add them to your list.

Name: _______________________________  Date: ______________

prefix

base words new words
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Build Words with Suffixes 
Objectives

• Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills when decoding words.

• Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, 
and morphology to accurately read unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out 
of context.

Background Information
Making new words with suffixes is more complex than with prefixes since there are multiple 
types of suffixes that can affect word spellings and meanings. The focus for morphemic 
analysis in this strategy is decoding and encoding, so it is useful to teach suffix spelling 
generalizations. In relation to spelling, there are two types of suffixes: vowel suffixes, which 
begin with a vowel, and consonant suffixes, which begin with a consonant. Once taught, the 
spelling rules for adding vowel and consonant suffixes should be consistently pointed out 
and reinforced.

Materials
• Word Engineer notebooks (see page 25; optional)

• list of suffixes and base words

• Build Words with Suffixes (page 34)

Process
Note: Use this strategy after introducing the idea of “word engineers” and having students 
begin using their Word Engineer notebooks (see page 25).

1. Distribute the Build Words with Suffixes activity sheets to students, or have them 
create the chart in their Word Engineer notebooks.

2. Remind students that engineers analyze the parts of things like buildings or 
computers, understand how the parts work, and put parts together to build new 
things. Words have different parts too. Word engineers can put word parts together to 
make new words. Today we are going to build words!

3. Explain that suffixes are affixes that are added to the ends of words. Introduce a list 
of common suffixes to students (see the appendix for a reference list). This list can 
be elicited from students if they are familiar with suffixes. Suffixes are used to make 
new words and can change the spelling of the base word. Identify the suffixes by 
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Blending with Cruising Cars
Objectives  

• Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.

• Blend two or three phonemes into recognizable words.

Background Information  
Knowledge of letters and sounds are building blocks for reading. Although it may still be 
a few years away for young students, the goal is fluent reading and comprehension. It is 
important that students begin working with both letters and sounds so they see and practice 
the connection of letters and sounds to reading. In Blending with Cruising Cars, students 
practice blending phonemes to read words with three or more phonemes using toy cars. 
Students need many opportunities to practice blending sounds into a word.

Materials  
• small toy cars

• Cruising Cars: Three Boxes (page 80)

• Cruising Cars: Four Boxes (page 81)

Process  
1. Prepare Cruising Cars mats. Make copies of Cruising Cars: Three Boxes on cardstock 

and place them in sheet protectors. This protects the mats as they are reused.

2. Choose a CVC word for students to decode, e.g., bit. Using an erasable marker, write 
one letter in each box on the Cruising Car mats.

3. Distribute the mats and toy cars to students.

4. Model how to say the individual sounds in the word and slowly push the car from the 
first box to the last box, one sound per box, for example: /b/ /ĭ/ /t/. Then, run the car 
along the road as you blend the sounds together to say the word, bit. Have students 
repeat your actions.

5. Repeat the process using other CVC words.

6. Once students are very comfortable blending CVC words, provide them with Cruising 
Cars: Four Boxes and use words with consonant blends.
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Differentiation  
During the Lesson: Assist any student who is having difficulty by placing your hand 
on top of their hand and controlling the car as it is pushed from one square to the next. 
Make Cruising Cars: Four Boxes available for students who are ready to blend consonant-
consonant-vowel-consonant (CCVC) words. You may wish to copy Cruising Cars: Four 
Boxes onto the back of Cruising Cars: Three Boxes.

After the Lesson: Write CVC or CCVC words on cards. Place the word cards and toy cars 
in a basket and make them available for students to practice during center time.

b i t
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